This paper deals with the use of Large Eddy Simulations for calculating turbulent flows in the nuclear field. It focuses on the knowledge of temperature or pressure fluctuations, required to address issues such as thermal fatigue or vibrations. The different successive subgrid models used and their integration in the commercial CFD software Star-cd are described. A representative set of applications performed -validation or industrial cases -in the last fifteen years is then presented. The configurations are mainly tee junctions, but also cross flows over obstacles and shear layers, with water, sodium and gas as fluids. The comparison with experimental results highlights the good behavior of Large Eddy Simulations, in terms of averaged fields, and on amplitude and frequency of fluctuations. However this benefit still requires very fine modelings, notably for the heat transfer at wall, and reserves the application to limited domains. The paper stresses also on the high importance of the upstream boundary conditions. Finally, the last section synthesizes the state of art and the future needs of developments.
INTRODUCTION
Development of nuclear reactors and of fuel assemblies requires fluid dynamics activities. With the increasing power of computers, CFD calculations become a standard tool for engineering studies. Fluids can be water, gas or liquid metals, but generally flows are turbulent. Most of problems are addressed by using the well known k-ε model, or its numerous variants such as RNG or low Reynolds models. But resolving thermal fatigue or vibrations issues require the knowledge of fluctuating quantities: temperature or pressure fluctuations. This lack of data is generally filled either by introducing conservative assumptions (maximum potential temperature difference or maximum velocities and a given range of penalizing frequencies) or by using tests up to 1:1 scale.
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The section 2 will develop the different models used, applications will be presented in section 3 and finally open points will be discussed in section 4.
NUMERICAL MODELS

The STAR-CD Code
Areva uses the general purpose commercial CFD code Star-cd [1] . This software solves the fluid dynamics equations in their primitive formulation (pressure -velocity) using a finite volume discretization. The algorithm solving the non-linearity is either the well known SIMPLE one [2] for steady computations or the PISO one [3] for transient simulations.
The PISO algorithm acts as a pressure correction procedure (such as SIMPLE) but with several stages of correction. The pressure and the velocity field coming from the momentum equations are corrected so that the continuity equation is satisfied. This algorithm is semi-implicit and allows time steps up to 10 times those required by the standard Courant number.
The Large Eddy Simulation models
To provide fluctuating quantities (temperature, velocity or pressure), the natural technique consists in calculating instant fields in a transient calculation which solves the Navier-Stokes equations. But the flow being generally turbulent, it is therefore not possible to solve explicitly the flow at all scales. The Kolmogorov scale is out of reach of our present computers (and will remain at mid term) in a 3D calculation. The Large Eddy Simulation technique consists in solving explicitly large eddies and modeling smaller eddies [4] . Large eddies are represented spatially by at least 2x2 meshes and temporally, time steps are lower than the time constant of their moving. The cut off is given by the grid size itself. Each turbulent quantity φ is therefore represented by a filtered part ϕ and a subgrid scale fluctuating part φ' : ϕ ϕ ϕ ′ + = . The Navier-Stokes and energy equations are solved via the PISO algorithm [3] and the subgrid scale model is taken into account via a turbulent viscosity.
Several subgrid scale models are possible for representing the small eddies:
• The structure function model [5] . The subgrid contribution is proportional to the spatial correlation of the velocity between two points (called second order structure function -F 2 ) and introduced in the Navier-Stokes and energy equations via an additional turbulent viscosity ν t . : • The selective structure function model : This model is derived from the previous. The eddy viscosity is applied only if the flow is "sufficiently" 3D, i.e. if the angle between the vorticity vector at the considered point and the averaged vorticity vector of the neighbouring points is large enough (typically 20°). Note that the magnitude of this viscosity is much lower than the turbulent viscosity calculated by a k-ε model. In case of local grid refinement, large grid variations are observed, which can lead to non physical values for ν t . A threshold is hence applied in those specific cases (generally ν t / ν < 15, where ν is the molecular viscosity).
• The Smagorinski model: [6] . In this model developed in the sixties, the turbulent viscosity is deduced from the assumption of a local equilibrium between production and dissipation of the subgrid turbulent kinetic energy. • The pseudo-DNS (Pseudo Direct Numerical Simulation): The Kolmogorov scale in not reached by the grid, but no subgrid scale model is used. The diffusion at small scales occurs by numerical diffusion.
Other LES models are available in literature such as the dynamic model [7] or the subgrid k model [8] in which a subgrid kinetic energy is solved via a transport diffusion equation.
A correct treatment of the heat transfer at the wall is essential in case of conjugate heat transfer calculations with solid modeling. In other cases, the wall treatment may also be important since the friction influences the flow, and hence pressure fluctuations and mixing. Different models have been used :
• The standard wall function for the friction and heat transfer.
• A fine discretization up to the viscous sublayer and a molecular friction and heat transfer. The turbulent viscosity is set to 0 in this viscous sublayer whose thickness is assessed to y + <3.
• In some cases a (conservative) heat transfer coefficient is prescribed.
REVIEW OF SOME PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS
This section presents several applications, either industrial configurations or test cases with experimental comparisons. The objective is mainly the knowledge of thermal fluctuations but one application is dedicated to pressure fluctuations. The different applications can be classified into three kinds: tee junctions, flow over obstacles and parallel shear flows.
Tee Junctions
Tee junctions are a potential area of temperature fluctuations and subsequent thermal fatigue. The thermal striping issue was mainly studied in the 90s in the frame of the fast reactors because of the specific conductivity of liquid metals and of the high potential temperature differences (up to 150°C). Specific tests have been set up.
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Sodium tee mock-up
Specific sodium tests were performed in CEA Cadarache labs (so-called "Castor" test). The fine instrumentation allowed a comparison exercise [9] . Figure 1 presents the Star-cd model. The grid is unstructured with 45000 fluid and 18000 solid cells. The model features long straight parts of upwind pipes in order to let fluctuations develop themselves. Moreover, the tee junction itself has been modeled precisely (e.g. knuckle radius). A part of solid is modeled and the temperature fluctuations inside the wall are calculated downstream the tee. The calculation is a pseudo-DNS one. No specific wall treatment is used but it is not required to get the correct heat transfer thanks to the large conductivity of sodium. The inlet conditions are constant and uniform velocity profiles. o The model must extend far upstream the tee, especially with constant boundary conditions. o Figure 2 shows also results obtained with another code modeling more coarsely the tee, with large discrepancies (thin solid line). Therefore, the geometry must be precisely represented.
"PHENIX" tee
• The "Phenix" tee A sodium leak detected in a tee junction of the Fast Breeder Reactor "Phenix" was the starting point of an IAEA international benchmark on thermal fatigue [10] . A low cold sodium flow is injected by a small pipe in a large hot pipe ( The comparison shows a good prediction of the average temperature profile (experimental profile obtained from a pipe cut out and a surface analysis). But the outside wall temperature recorded showed a low frequency component (damaging for the structures) which cannot be predicted:
• Either because the physical time simulate is too short -but the requested time of simulation was not reachable by the CPU means-.
• Either by the lack of the model, because the low frequencies may come from the loop behavior and need an extended geometrical model.
This exercise points out two items to consider prior to a LES (or DNS) simulation, the upwind boundary conditions, and the simulation time coherent with damageable frequencies. (6/13) structured. A significant part of the pipes upstream the tee are represented. Moreover, the temperature dependency of the viscosity is taken into account since it is significant. The boundary conditions are constant and uniform. Figure 6 presents the configuration and figures 7 to 9 show the good agreement obtained both on the averaged temperatures profiles and on the fluctuations profile. This calculation highlights that the mixing itself can be correctly predicted using an industrial mesh (about 100 k cells). Nevertheless the individual influence of the different parameters such as the variable viscosity, the subgrid model itself of the length of upstream pipes would be necessary to state on recommendations for further calculations. 
Cross flows over obstacles
Unstable flows occur also thanks to the depression produced by an obstacle in a flow. Note that this issue is relatively close to the previous tee junction one: in a tee the obstacle is due to the lateral jet inside the main stream. 
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Outlet Plenum of a High Temperature Reactor
The following calculation was performed in the frame of HTR gas reactors. In its outlet plenum, hot helium is injected through hollow columns in a cross flow. The potential issues are first the mixing and the hot streaks remaining in the flow going towards the intermediate heat exchanger (indirect cycle) or the turbine (direct cycle). On the other hand the high transverse velocities are a potential source of turbulent excitation and vibration. More details are found in [11] . Figure 10 presents a view of the 2 Mcells grid. The flow is found very unstable with interactions between upstream and downstream jets, and a non isothermal flow remains at the plenum outlet (figure 11, horizontal cross section). Figure 12 shows the differences obtained for the averaged velocity magnitude between the LES (Structure function model) and a standard steady k-epsilon simulation. The Large Eddy Simulation predicts much higher velocities in the vicinity of columns, which is of high importance for vibration issues. This highlights the non conservative aspect, in some configurations, of the k-epsilon calculations and the benefit of LES computations. 
Mixed convection around a heated cylinder
Another very unstable flow application is the mixed convection in air. This phenomenon occurs notably in some spent fuel storage applications. Figure 9 presents a view of the instant temperature field in the case of a heating vertical cylinder placed in a cross air flow. The comparison with experiment is detailed in [12] : Here again, the LES computation tends to predict more accurately the mean temperatures on the cylinder skin. The vertical cross section of instant temperature ( figure 14) points out the interaction between the transverse flow and the hot ascending vertical boundary layer along the cylinder. 
Fluid Structure Interaction on a rod
Large Eddy Simulations may also be useful in the frame of fuel rod behavior. Preliminary studies have been performed such as a vertical rod submitted to a cross flow ( figure 15 ). The final objective is to model the fluid structure interaction by using a coupled solid mechanic / fluid dynamics procedure. Up to now, the moving mesh procedure used for the coupling with mechanics is run with a URANS model (see the rod displacment on figure 16, top view, one quarter of model being removed for visibility). This work is still in progress and will be run with LES.
Heated cylinder
Instant air temperature
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. Parallel impinging jets
This application is a test case and stresses on the wall heat transfer. The configuration is represented on figure 17: two water parallel jets at different temperatures impinge a flat steel plate (more details in [13] and in [14] for experimental data). A very fine grid is used (y+ down to 1), and the turbulent viscosity has been set to zero when y+ < 3. Figures 18 and 19 present the averaged temperature and the peak to peak fluctuations profiles in the jet region close to the impinged plate and inside the plate itself. The agreement is good and shows that the unsteady heat transfer can be predicted, but under the condition of using a very fine grid. 
Shear layer
The following nuclear application deals with two water parallel jets at different velocities in an enclosure (see figure 20) . This leads to a turbulent shear layer and to subsequent potential thermal striping. The objectives were to assess the thermal fluctuations intensity and also to test the Smagorinski LES model recently implemented in the Star-cd code [1] . Figure 21 presents an instant temperature field showing the origin of the instability at the beginning of the shear layer. Concerning the comparison between the two LES models, the first analysis showed a very similar behavior in terms of averaged field and fluctuations characteristics. Indeed, the instant fields remain different. 
SYNTHESIS AND OPEN POINTS
Synthesis
LES is a tool which can provide reliable averaged fields and turbulent fluctuations with the following restrictions:
• The modeled domain is limited, due to the fine discretization.
• To compute unsteady heat transfer at the wall, the mesh is more refined and the domain again more limited.
• The low frequencies are more difficult to assess since they need long physical time computed and "correct" boundary conditions, i.e. representing spectrally the upstream turbulence. Reaching low frequencies could require a large domain upstream which may not be compatible with the maximum mesh size.
The synthesis points out also that:
• High care must be taken in prescribing the inlet boundary conditions. Synthetic turbulence is certainly a good way to improve this item. Fluctuations such as white noise do not seem to be more accurate than constant velocities imposed far upstream.
• LES models can provide accurate results in terms of mixing, even with no specific wall treatment.
• LES models provide more accurate averaged fields than steady k-epsilon models in some specific unstable configurations.
• To obtain a precise heat transfer at wall for "classical" fluids (i.e.non liquid metals), a very fine discretization is required. This requirement is less important for liquid metals for which the thermal diffusive boundary layer is larger. • The differences due to the subgrid model itself seem to remain weak.
• The physical time of simulation must be in regard with the awaited low frequencies of the fluctuations.
• Models up to 2Mcells are now reachable. Larger models are possible, but the requested physical time simulated may need large number of CPU nodes and large run time, and may not be "industrial".
• Numerically: a second order scheme in space is required. A first order scheme in time is sufficient and the procedure may be partly implicit and allows time steps with a Courant number larger than one.
Open Points
The previous examples show that Large Eddy Simulations begin to become an industrial tool. In the future, those methods will expand and the open points to address are:
• Possibility of large models (several millions of cells) in order to treat large scale instabilities (plenum instabilities for instance), and with the sufficient physical time computed. This item is linked to the computer power mainly.
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• For the boundry conditions, it is necessary to develop a method to provide a "good" turbulence field at inlet, without the need of modeling a large domain upstream. A synthetic turbulence method must be defined.
• For the heat transfer at wall, new models have also to be developed to avoid the requirement of very fine cells close to the wall. Hybrid methods dealing with LES and URANS method, such as Detached Eddy Simulations can be a way to explore.
• For the pressure fluctuations, the treatment of more complex structures will require the development of FSI (Fluid Structure Interction) algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
Progresses have been made in the frame of Large Eddy Simulations for fifteen years, due to improved numerical models and increased computational power. This technique, first restricted to very simple test cases, can now apply to more industrial cases. The main part of applications are related to thermal fluctuations, for them, the comparison with some experimental measurements highlights a correct behavior predicted by the codes, for the averaged fields and the thermal fluctuations (amplitude and frequency). However, the applications are still restricted to rather limited domains, since they require a fine modeling, especially for catching the unsteady heat transfer at wall and improvements in computational power and numerics are welcomed. Also, the prescription of the inlet boundary conditions remains a sensitive point, and for assessing pressure fluctuations, Fluid Structure Interaction models have to be developed. Under those conditions, LES will tend to become a more standard tool in fluid engineering.
